IDS Conference Call Minutes
Jun 2, 2014

Meeting was called to order at approximately 11:00am PT Jun 2, 2014.

Attendees

Ira McDonald          High North
Joe Murdock           Sharp
Alan Sukert           Xerox
Rick Yardumian        Canon

Agenda Items

1. Reviewed the current Action Item status:
   • #150 – Still in progress
   • #151 – Still in progress
   Joe plans to have another version of the IDS Model spec before the next Face-to-Face Meeting.
   Ira reminded the group that although he doesn’t have a formal action item he does have to update the TNC Binding Spec to address the comments from the May Face-to-Face Meeting.

2. Discussed the IDS HCD Attributes Candidate Standard update:
   • There were no objections, so spec is now a candidate standard again.
   • Discussed the fact that because there were minor revisions the revision # of the spec should have been updated but wasn’t. We agreed to leave the revision # as is this time.

3. Confirmed after the meeting that the next IDS Conference Call will be Jun 30th.

Next Steps

• Next IDS Conference Call is Jun 30, 2014.
• Next IDS Face-to-Face Meeting is Aug 12-15, 2014 in Toronto Canada. It will be a Joint PWG-OpenPrinting meeting.